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Effects of annealing at 1173 K, that is comparable to the typical temperatures for the fabrication of
Si-based devices, on the dissociated dislocations in Czochralski-grown silicon crystals heavily
doped with phosphorus atoms were determined. Dislocation segments with edge component are
constricted. They climbed out of the slip plane toward the compression side, forming complete
dislocation segments. The dissociation width of the rest segments is increased. These results suggest
that phosphorus atoms segregate nearby dislocations and the high doping level at the dislocations
lowers the formation energy of negatively charged vacancies. © 2009 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.3224184�

Dislocations are still being of considerable importance in
silicon �Si� technology. Even though dislocation-free bulk Si
crystals, grown by the Czochralski �CZ� method, are com-
mercially available, dislocations are frequently introduced
during device fabrication processes; that is, ion implantation
used to make shallow junctions or heavily doped regions,
and annealing at elevated temperatures �typically above 1073
K� for dopant diffusion, oxidation, or nitridation. Also, dis-
locations are inevitably introduced, at the present moment, in
strained Si epilayers for high carrier mobility devices,1,2 cast
Si for solar cells,3,4 and so forth. They play a crucial role on
the mechanical and electronic properties of Si-based devices
since they act as segregating centers to point defects such as
dopant atoms and vacancies, as well as fast paths for diffus-
ing atoms,5 and also they introduce defect levels in the band
gap. Understanding the interactions of dislocations with
point defects is, therefore, necessary to improve the perfor-
mance of Si-based devices.

The interactions have been studied for more than three
decades,6 and recently, they have been evaluated quantita-
tively; for instance, the interaction of a dislocation with a
defect that acts as locking agent for dislocation motion is
estimated experimentally,7 and it is theoretically expected
that point defects are energetically more stable nearby dislo-
cation cores8–12 and stacking faults13 with respect to a crys-
talline environment. However, the interactions, especially in
heavily doped CZ-Si crystals, have not been fully explored.
This paper reports transmission electron microscopy �TEM�
works concerning the structural characteristics of disloca-
tions in CZ-Si crystals heavily doped with phosphorus �P�
atoms, that are commonly used as a n-type dopant in Si, after
the annealing at an elevated temperature, which is compa-
rable to the typical temperatures used in the fabrication pro-
cesses of Si-based devices. It is proposed that the segregation
of P atoms on a dislocation results in the reduction of the
formation energy of a vacancy nearby the dislocation.

Bulk single crystals of Si doped with P atoms with the
concentration of 3�1018 cm−3 and those of undoped Si
were grown by the conventional CZ method. The CZ speci-
mens necessarily contained oxygen �O� atoms with the con-
centration of about 1018 cm−3, even though O atoms were

not doped intentionally. No dislocation was detected in the
specimens by x-ray topography and the etch pit method.
They were deformed by applying a compressive stress along

�123̄�, and dislocations lying on �111� were introduced. The
compression tests were conducted at elevated temperature
1173 K for about 30 min �up to a shear strain of about 10%�,
in a flowing high-purity argon gas atmosphere, resulting in a
dislocation density of about 108–109 cm−2. The specimens
were then cooled slowly without stress by removing the heat
source. Before the cooling, some specimens were annealed at
1173 K up to 10 h without stress, in the same atmosphere as
the compression tests. They were thinned for TEM by
mechanochemical etching, without ion milling, so that the
irradiation induced effects on dislocations could be ignored.
The structural nature of the sample was characterized by
TEM with a 120 keV electron beam.

Most dislocations in as-deformed specimens were disso-
ciated into partial dislocations bounding stacking faults, as
reported,14,15 with the Burgers vector b of a /6�112�. In
P-doped specimens, dislocations were constricted over long
segments of the dislocation line, forming complete disloca-
tion segments with b=a /2�110�, by annealing at 1173 K.

a�Electronic mail: yutakaohno@imr.tohoku.ac.jp.

FIG. 1. �Color online� TEM images of a P-doped Si annealed for 3 h after

deformation; taken with the reflection g of �a� �2̄20�, �b� �2̄02�, �c� �02̄2�,
and �d� �1̄1̄1� �4g diffraction condition, the deviation parameter is 1.4
�10−2 A−1�. �e� A schematic view of the structural nature of the disloca-
tions in �a�. �f� A TEM image of an undoped Si annealed for 10 h after

deformation �g= �111̄��.
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The dissociated segments and constricted ones were clearly
distinguished by a weak-beam TEM technique,16 as shown in
Fig. 1; pairs of partial segments �Figs. 1�b� and 1�c�� and
stacking faults �Fig. 1�d��, as well as complete segments,
were separately observable. No extended defect of another
type, such as SiO2 �Ref. 17� and SiP precipitate,18 was ob-
served. The total length of constricted segments increased
with increasing annealing time, and about 40% of disloca-
tions were constricted at 10 h. On the other hand, disloca-
tions in undoped specimens were not constricted by the an-
nealing �e.g., see the long stacking fault ribbin bounded by a
dissociated dislocation in Fig. 1�f��.

The geometry of the node between a dissociated segment
and a constricted one varied depending on the line orienta-
tion �, defined as the angle of b to u for the constricted
segment, in which u is the unit vector along the positive
direction of the dislocation line. For ��90°, i.e., for dislo-
cations with edge orientation, the geometry was symmetric; a
pair of 60° partial segments were combined and converted
into a complete segment at the middle of the pair �Fig. 2�a��.
When 0° ���90°, the geometry was asymmetric. The
typical example was dislocations with �60° orientation
���60°, Figs. 2�b� and 1�a��. A pair of 30° and 90° partial
segments were combined at the location close on the 30°
partial. No node for ��0° was observed; dislocations with
screw orientation were not constricted. These results indicate
that constricted segments have edge component and the con-
striction takes place via the movement of 60° and 90° partial
segments, rather than that of 30° ones.

Constricted segments of a dislocation climbed out of the
slip plane toward the compression side, i.e., vacancies were
accumulated into the compression side, as shown in Fig. 3.
Three-dimensional TEM revealed that constricted segments
in the figure, that were invisible in Fig. 3�b�, climbed toward

the electron incident surface �Figs. 3�c� and 3�d��. The sense
of the bend of a reflection line in the positive side of v was
the opposite of the sense of g in a convergent-beam electron
diffraction �CBED� pattern obtained from a constricted seg-
ment �Fig. 3�e��, and an extra half plane at the segment,
therefore, expanded toward the electron incident surface,19 as
shown schematically in Fig. 3�f�. Climbing of dissociated
dislocations without constriction, induced by the segregation
of O atoms,17 was not observed in the present work.

The separation of dissociated segments �obs, defined as
the separation of the intensity peaks on weak-beam micro-
graphs, was estimated for as-deformed specimens. The
separation �obs in P-doped specimens �triangles in Fig. 4�
was about 8 nm for dislocations close to edge orientation
���90°�. The �obs decreased with decreasing �, and it was
about 5 nm for dislocations close to screw orientation ��
�0°�. The stacking fault energy � was estimated as
50–70 mJ m−2 by using an anisotropic elasticity theory tak-
ing into account the deviation parameter.16 Similar result was
obtained for undoped specimens �not shown�. In P-doped
specimens, �obs for any line orientation increased with in-
creasing annealing time; �obs increased by about 20% at 10 h
�circles in Fig. 4�, and � was reduced to 40–60 mJ m−2. On
the other hand, �obs did not change by the annealing in un-
doped specimens �not shown�.

The effects of P dopant on the separation of dissociated
segments are discussed. The effects have been determined
for dislocations introduced freshly in “pure” Si, that is, Si
crystals grown by the floating-zone �FZ� method.14,15 In
P-doped FZ-Si deformed at elevated temperature of 1073 K,
that is close to the deformation temperature in the present
work, the separation increases with increasing P
concentration,14 and it increases by about 20% at 1019 cm−3

�1020 cm−3�.20 It is considered that the phenomenon is due to
P atoms segregated nearby dislocations during deformation,
as indicated experimentally7,14 and theoretically,12 and the
separation is actually independent of P concentration when
the deformation temperature is too low to migrate P atoms
�633 K�.15 Similarly, the separation in P-doped CZ-Si would
increase by annealing at 1173 K due to the segregation of P
atoms via the migration of P atoms since P atoms can move
by 60 nm after annealing for 10 h �Ref. 21� and the P con-
centration nearby dislocations can increase to more than
1020 cm−3. The separation did not change in undoped CZ-Si
annealed at the same condition, and it is irrespective of the

FIG. 2. �Color online� A TEM image of the node between a dissociated
segment and a constricted one; with �a� 90° �edge� or �b� 60° orientation.
The inset in each figure shows a schematic view of the geometry of the
node.

FIG. 3. �Color online� TEM images of a dislocation taken with g= �a� �22̄0�,
�b� �224̄�, �c� �1̄31�, and �d� �3̄11̄� �2g diffraction condition�. �c� and �d� are
a pair of stereo micrographs taken with an electron beam inclined by �31°

from �111� toward �22̄0�. The vector v is defined as v=u�c, in which c is
the unit vector pointing from the center of the illuminated specimen area to
the focus position of the incident beam. �e� A CBED pattern obtained from
the encircled area in �a�. �f� A schematic view of atomic planes around a
constricted segment in �a�. The red curve indicates the dislocation line.

FIG. 4. �Color online� The separation of dissociated dislocations �obs vs line
orientation �. Open triangles and closed circles mean the data for as-
deformed specimens and specimens annealed for 10 h after deformation,
respectively. The curves give theoretical values for different stacking fault
energy �.
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oxygen effects such as the formation of SiO2 precipitates and
the segregation nearby dislocations. One possible mechanism
for the increase of separation is the Coulomb repulsion in
dissociated dislocations. Dislocations can be negatively
charged via the displacement of the Fermi level due to P
donors �Patel effect22� since they act as acceptors.23 Also, it
is expected that P atoms segregate on stacking faults,
bounded by partial dislocations, and they become negatively
charged.10 Another possible mechanism is the reduction of
stacking fault energy24 induced by P atoms on stacking
faults. In either event, segregation of P atoms nearby dislo-
cations would be essential, even though their atomistic struc-
ture remains obscure.

Finally, we discuss the origin of the dislocation climb in
CZ-Si induced by annealing at 1173 K. Similar climb takes
place in undoped FZ-Si, even though the annealing tempera-
ture needed for the climb is rather high �1623 K�; dissociated
segments with edge component climb by the annealing,
forming constricted segments, and the node between a disso-
ciated segment and a constricted one is symmetric for dislo-
cations with edge orientation.25 The phenomenon is presum-
ably due to the agglomeration of intrinsic vacancies via their
thermal migration and the formation of vacancies nearby the
dislocations, since the dominant point defect is the vacancy
at temperatures above 1073 K.26 Actually, the formation en-
ergy for a vacancy in the perfect crystal Ebulk is higher than
that on dislocations ��1 /3Ebulk for 90° partials,8 �2 /3Ebulk
for 30° partials9� and on stacking faults ��9 /10Ebulk�,

13 and
vacancies should agglomerate nearby dissociated disloca-
tions. Also, the agglomeration rate of vacancies nearby 90°
partials would differ from that nearby 30° partials, due to the
difference of the formation energy of a vacancy, and this
would result in the formation of asymmetric nodes for dislo-
cations with �60° orientation. In the present work, the effect
of the agglomeration of intrinsic vacancies via their thermal
migration would be negligible since the annealing tempera-
ture of 1173 K was much lower than 1623 K. Dislocations
did not climb in undoped CZ-Si at 1173 K, as well as in
undoped FZ-Si at similar temperature.25 Therefore, it is con-
sidered that the formation energy of a vacancy nearby a dis-
location is reduced when P atoms are combined with the
dislocation. This is consistent with the formation of nega-
tively charged vacancies that were also concluded to mediate
self-diffusion in Si under n-type doping conditions.27 Further
study, such as in situ observation of the dislocation climb, is
necessary to elucidate in detail the climb mechanism.

In conclusion, structural characteristics of dislocations in
heavily P-doped CZ-Si after annealing at 1173 K were deter-
mined. The separation of a dissociated segment increased
with increasing annealing time, suggesting the segregation of
P atoms nearby the dislocation via the thermal migration of P

atoms. Dissociated segments climbed out of the slip plane
toward the compression side, suggesting that the formation
energy of a vacancy nearby the segments is reduced via the
formation of P-dislocation complexes. This finding may help
to elucidate the multiple influence of dislocations and point
defects on the physical properties of semiconductors.
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